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Why does activism in Singapore look so
different from movements in Western
Liberal Democracies?
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Siao? You want

to protest what?

Social changemeans troubleright?

How to do

activism in SG?

Later I kena

police! 

This issue is based on research by Assoc Prof Lynette J. Chua, a law and
society scholar with research interests in legal mobilisation, legal
consciousness, and rights, power, and resistance. Prof Chua’s research is
based on an ethnographic study of the gay movement in Singapore where
she identified how activists deploy a strategy of pragmatic resistance to grow
their movement whilst ensuring its survival in an authoritarian environment.



Make it difficult to organise and mobilise grassroots causes that
are perceived as a threat to existing arrangements of power

Prevent Singaporeans from advocating for causes which are
perceived as polarizing society along lines of class, race, religion
and ideology 

Constantly reminding the nation of its
vulnerability, the government has
emphasised how social stability is
paramount to economic survival.

The state governs
activism tightly in

Singapore

Activists thus perceive the law as a source of 

to achieve this social stability, the
gov't has implemented laws that

constrain socio-political organising

Oppression, contestation and pragmatic concern.
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e.g. Societies Act, Public
Order Act, Broadcasting Act

and Internal Security Act

Prof Chua Beng Huat observed that
Singaporeans willingly give up their
civil and political liberties in exchange
for social and economic stability.

These laws....

A Faustian Bargain?

According to Prof. Chua...



What is Pragmatic Resistance?

“Activists adjust their tactics according to
changes in formal law and cultural norms,
and push the limits of those norms while
simultaneously adhering to them.” 

- Chua 2012, pg. 714

A "strategic dance"

which balances the
movement's

survival with its
advancement

Focus on immediate gains that
change practice and informal
policies rather than formal laws
and regulations
Downplay confrontation 
Play up social stability

No public, large-scale, confrontational tactics
such as street protests 
No illegal tactics which costs resources,
discredits a movement and frightens
supporters 
No engagement with transnational movements
and international human rights discourse which
may be seen as abandoning "Asian" for
"Western" values
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What are some guidelines
pragmatic resistors adhere to? 
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DOs DON'Ts



Timorous 

Beginnings

(1993)

New order which exempted
public speaking, performance
and exhibitions at Hong Lim
Park’s “Speakers’ Corner” from
license application

Responded To: 

The LGBT Movement in Singapore 
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Non-confrontational
No mention of homosexuality
or rights but focused only on
the statute that demarcated
police powers

Tactics Adopted: 

Internet’s loosened regulations
and opportunities
State's fear of losing
international legitimacy if it
clamped down on online
movements

Responded To: 

Action:
Wrote a letter with 21
co-signers to the police
regarding the illegal
overnight detaining of
individuals who were
not carrying ICs at a
gay club.

Action:
The LGBT movement
goes online.

Action:
The LGBT movement
evolves into physical
events such as
Indignation and Pink
Dot. 

Cyber 

Retreat

Pink Dot

(2009)



For example,
LGBT activists reinterpreted
the colour pink as the
product of mixing
Singapore’s national flag
colours - red and white. 

Achieved cultural legitimacy
by linking it to localised
notions of diversity.

Tactics Adopted: 
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Action:
Sent in submissions
and a parliamentary
petition urging for the
repeal of Section
377A. 

Made use of legal procedures
Moderated their rights-based
argument by linking the repeal to
acceptance of diversity and
improvement of social stability

Tactics Adopted: 

Action: 
Responding to
growing opposition
from religious
organisations

Borrowed the state's hand:
framed the religious right as a
threat to social harmony and the
gay movement as one that
embraces it instead 
Non-confrontation: Did not
aggressively attack the counter
movement 

Tactics Adopted: 

Repeal

377A

The

Counter

Movement

The LGBT Movement in Singapore 



Gender X Class: Focussed on pushing for the upward mobility of the middle
class instead of issues linked to the economic structure which the state wants
to preserve
Gender X Sexuality: Only discussed in the health context especially
HIV/AIDS because of Singapore's laws around homosexuality.  

STAYS AWAY FROM OUT OF BOUND (OB) ISSUES

Takes a "backdoor" approach to lobby the state
Supports gradual reforms and avoids challenging structural inequality 
Maintains an explicitly non-political profile 

NON-CONFRONTATIONAL

Frames the movement in terms of "women's rights" and "woman
centredness"
Refrains from identifying as "feminist" because of its negative association
with encroaching western values  
Anchors arguments in the state's principle of meritocracy and the
achievement of equality to improve state development

CAREFUL FRAMING

Pragmatic Resistance in the Women's Movement
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A case study on AWARE: Tactics



A case study on Nature Society of Singapore (NSS) 

Privately sent in public responses rather than
broadcasting them through the media 
Developed a good relationship with the
government

NON-CONFRONTATIONAL

Framed nature as a pragmatic concern by describing it
as a source of "values-based education", "natural
capital", "ecotourism" and "national pride and identity"
Enhanced its credibility by providing scientific evidence
and recommending alternatives  

CAREFUL FRAMING

Framed climate action as a national priority because it is an existential
matter affecting future generations
Adopted the national colours of red and white rather than green which is
commonly associated with international environmental movements

 CAREFUL FRAMING

Pragmatic Resistance in the Climate and
Environmental Movement: Tactics
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A case study on Singapore Climate Rally (SGCR) 



Criticisms of Pragmatic Resistance
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Challenges power in particular and restricted
ways which results in accepting existing
arrangements of power and reaffirming
centrality of the state.

Movements and organisations risk internalizing
depoliticisation, losing creativity to routinization
and stagnating by ‘playing it too safe’.

Ineffective for more controversial and urgent
issues (e.g. ISA, abolition of death penalty,
climate change).

Practiced only by certain groups of people who
are schooled in the socially and politically
acceptable language and tactics of pragmatic
resistance .

More power to 
the PAP?

Are bolder 
strategies
required?

Is it elitist and
inaccessible?

Is it helping or
harming the
movement? 
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References and Recommended Readings! 

Much of Singaporean academia remains inaccessible to the
public due to jargon or paywalls, thus impacting citizen
participation in policy conversations and civic engagement. This
issue is part of an infographic project by CAPE to digest and
repackage theories, knowledge, and research by our homegrown
academics for the Singaporean public.
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